Coupling of the Models of Human Physiology and Thermal Comfort
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Abstract. A coupled model of human physiology and thermal comfort was developed in Dymola/Modelica. A coupling combines a modified Tanabe model of human physiology and thermal comfort model developed by Zhang. The Coupled model allows predicting the thermal sensation and comfort of both local and overall from local boundary conditions representing ambient and personal factors. The aim of this study was to compare prediction of the Coupled model with the Fiala model prediction and experimental data. Validation data were taken from the literature, mainly from the validation manual of software Theseus-FE [1]. In the paper validation of the model for very light physical activities (1 met) indoor environment with temperatures from 12 °C up to 48 °C is presented. The Coupled model predicts mean skin temperature for cold, neutral and warm environment well. However prediction of core temperature in cold environment is inaccurate and very affected by ambient temperature. Evaluation of thermal comfort in warm environment is supplemented by skin wettedness prediction. The Coupled model is designed for non-uniform and transient environmental conditions; it is also suitable simulation of thermal comfort in vehicles cabins. The usage of the model is limited for very light physical activities up to 1.2 met only.

1 Introduction

Thermal comfort is by definition “condition of mind that expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment” [2]. Thermal comfort is easy to feel, but hard to predict, because it is subjective quantity which differs for every person. By the ISO standards from Ergonomics of the thermal environment, a prediction of thermal comfort is not individual, but it is predicted for an average human or as average sensation of large group of people. For buildings environment is commonly used ISO 7730: Analytical determination and interpretation of thermal comfort using calculation of the PMV and PPD indices and local thermal comfort criteria [3]. For vehicle cabins (especially car cabin environment) is recommended to use ISO 14505-2: Evaluation of thermal environments in vehicles - Part 2: Determination of equivalent temperature [4]. However both ISO standards are designed only for stationary environmental conditions.

For specific application in army, medicine and clothing industry applications are used model of human physiology to predict human thermal responses. This type of models can be also used for thermal comfort application if the empirical model of thermal sensation is applied. One of the most well known thermal comfort model based on the human physiology is the Fiala model coupled with the Fiala's index DTS [5], which expresses dynamical thermal sensation using the same scale as the PMV index. Streblow [6] used coupling of the Tanabe [7] and the Zhang model [8] to evaluate thermal comfort in airplanes. Streblow optimized and calibrated a coupled model (Tanabe and Zhang) to fit votes from a large set of questionnaires, which were filled by people during a flight.

This paper presents coupling of the modified Tanabe model of human physiology with the revisited thermal comfort model by Zhang [9-11].

2 Methods

2.1 Model of human physiology

The Tanabe model is a 16 segmented physiological model based on the Stolwijk model; it represents an average man of the weight 74.43 kg and the DuBois area 1.87 m². The human physiology model is split into two parts: the passive and the active system. The first one describes heat transfer in human and on its surface; the second one describes control signals that affect regulatory responses: shivering, vasoconstriction, vasodilatation and sweating. The rate of thermoregulatory responses depends on the actual deviation of core and skin temperatures from the set point temperatures.

Each segment consists of four concentric tissue layers, where one differential heat balance equation is...
calculated for each tissue layer of each segment (equation 1 - core, 2 - muscle, 3 - fat, 4 - skin). The produced metabolic heat flow \( \dot{Q}_m \) is transferred through tissues by conduction \( \dot{Q}_d \) and also by the blood flow \( \dot{Q}_b \). The heat exchange with environment is given by respiration \( \dot{Q}_{res}^{(i,1)} \) (it is considered only from chest core), evaporation \( \dot{Q}_e \) and dry heat loss through clothing \( \dot{Q}_{cl} \). If there is any segment completely in contact with the ambient surface then instead of equation 5 will be \( \dot{Q}_d^{(i,1)} = \dot{Q}_{cl}^{(i,1)} \). Other heat flows as \( \dot{Q}_c^{(i)} \) convection, \( \dot{Q}_r^{(i)} \) radiation and \( \dot{Q}_{ev}^{(i)} \) evaporation are then equal to zero.

\[
\begin{align*}
C_{(i,1)} \frac{dT_m^{(i,1)}}{dt} &= \dot{Q}_d^{(i,1)} - \dot{Q}_b^{(i,1)} - \dot{Q}_c^{(i,1)} - \dot{Q}_{ev}^{(i,1)}, \\
C_{(i,2)} \frac{dT_m^{(i,2)}}{dt} &= \dot{Q}_d^{(i,2)} - \dot{Q}_b^{(i,2)} + \dot{Q}_c^{(i,2)} - \dot{Q}_{ev}^{(i,2)}, \\
C_{(i,3)} \frac{dT_m^{(i,3)}}{dt} &= \dot{Q}_d^{(i,3)} - \dot{Q}_b^{(i,3)} - \dot{Q}_c^{(i,3)} - \dot{Q}_{ev}^{(i,3)}, \\
C_{(i,4)} \frac{dT_m^{(i,4)}}{dt} &= \dot{Q}_d^{(i,4)} - \dot{Q}_b^{(i,4)} + \dot{Q}_c^{(i,4)} - \dot{Q}_{ev}^{(i,4)}, \\
\dot{Q}_e^{(i)} &= \dot{Q}_r^{(i)} + \dot{Q}_{ev}^{(i)} - \dot{Q}_d^{(i)} - \dot{Q}_b^{(i)},
\end{align*}
\]

where indexes \((i,j)\) mean \(i\)-th segment, \(j\)-th layer and \(C\) is heat capacity of tissues, \(\text{W} \cdot \text{h/}^\circ\text{C}\).

The original Tanabe model was slightly modified. Local heat transfer coefficients were taken from [12] instead of constant coefficients. In the model, temperature of both the arterial and the venous blood for each particular segment were considered instead of one blood temperature of the central blood compartment as was in the original model. Moreover the counter-current heat exchange between arteries and veins is estimated in the similar way as in the Fiala model [5].

### 2.2 Model of thermal comfort

The Zhang model is an empirical model that comes from regression analysis of 109 human tests realized at the University of Berkeley. The model was validated for car cabin environments in 64 tests, which were carried out at Delphi climate chamber in Lockport, NY, USA. The model evaluates four quantities: local thermal sensation, overall thermal sensation, local thermal comfort, and overall thermal comfort, see figure 1. Zhang used extended 9-point scale for the thermal sensation (+4 very hot; -4 very cold) and for the thermal comfort (+4 very comfortable; 0+ just comfortable; 0- just uncomfortable; -4 very uncomfortable). The local thermal sensation is evaluated from the 19 measured points at the skin surface and from the measurement of the core temperature respectively. The local thermal sensation is a basic subjective quantity that determines the overall sensation, the local comfort, and the overall comfort. After validation measurements Zhang published the revisited model [9-11] that correlates better with the experimental data. In the revision of the model was improved an evaluation of the overall thermal sensation. The weighted approach was replaced by the algorithm, which takes into account the effect of opposite sensations more precisely, see figure 2.

![Fig. 1. The scheme of thermal comfort model by Zhang](image1.png)

**Fig. 1.** The scheme of thermal comfort model by Zhang with the scales of thermal sensation (left side) and comfort (right side).

![Fig. 2. The scheme of the algorithm which evaluates overall thermal sensation from local thermal sensations.](image2.png)

**Fig. 2.** The scheme of the algorithm which evaluates overall thermal sensation from local thermal sensations.

### 2.3 Coupling of the models

The modified Tanabe and Zhang model were coupled with the following assumptions:
- The breath, face and neck sectors of Zhang model are coupled with the head segment of Tanabe model.
- The mean skin temperature was calculated as the average value over area of individual segments (in the Zhang model the mean skin temperature was measured by the 7-point DuBois method which is considered to be equivalent).
- The Zhang model considered core temperature and its effect on dynamical thermal sensation for the central body parts (face, chest, back and pelvis). In the Coupled model the influence of core temperature is neglected due to the fact that the prediction of the core temperature by the modified Tanabe model is inaccurate see figure 5.
- Local skin temperature representing neutral local sensation in Zhang model was substituted by set point temperatures at neutral state of Tanabe model.
- The Tanabe model is defined in time unit hours and the Zhang model in seconds. From this reason all time derivatives in the Tanabe model was divided by 3600.
Sensible thermal comfort is close to 0. However, see figure 5. The main reason why it fits better is that human feels hot and not comfortable due to intensive sweating on thermal discomfort. The effect of sweating on thermal sensation and discomfort. The effect of sweating on thermal discomfort can be estimated by the skin wettedness, which is defined as ratio of actual and maximal possible evaporative heat loss. Skin wettedness, which is defined as ratio of actual and maximal possible evaporative heat loss. Minimal value of the skin wettedness is \( w = 0.06 \) which implies only diffusive evaporation from the skin. If the sweating occurs then the skin wettedness is increasing. When the skin wettedness exceeds the limit \( w = 0.3 \) then the sweating causes thermal discomfort. The value 0.3 comes from the experimental investigation by Gagge. For example in figure 7 there is an environment with temperature 36 °C, where overall thermal sensation is +3 and overall thermal comfort is close to 0. However the overall skin wettedness exceeds limit 0.3 (on the pelvis is about 0.8). Interpretation of this result is that human feels hot and not comfortable due to intensive sweating even the overall comfort by the Zhang model is close to 0.

Fig. 6. The comparison of evaporative heat losses for various environments.

The predicted evaporative heat loss is again in a good agreement with the experimental data see figure 6. In the figure 7 a prediction of both overall thermal sensation and comfort without any experimental comparison is shown. It can be seen that even in a very hot environment the maximal value +4 very hot is not achieved due to the fact that the Zhang model does not considered effect of sweating on thermal sensation and discomfort. The effect of sweating on thermal sensation can be estimated by a skin wettedness, which is defined as ratio of actual and maximal possible evaporative heat loss. Minimal value of the skin wettedness is \( w = 0.06 \) which implies only diffusive evaporation from the skin. If the sweating occurs then the skin wettedness is increasing. When the skin wettedness exceeds the limit \( w = 0.3 \) then the sweating causes thermal discomfort. The value 0.3 comes from the experimental investigation by Gagge. For example in the figure 7 there is an environment with temperature 36 °C, where overall thermal sensation is +3 and overall thermal comfort is close to 0. However the overall skin wettedness exceeds limit 0.3 (on the pelvis is about 0.8). Interpretation of this result is that human feels hot and not comfortable due to intensive sweating even the overall comfort by the Zhang model is close to 0.
4 Conclusion

In Modelica/Dymola the Coupled model of human physiology and thermal comfort was created, which coupled the modified Tanabe model and the Zhang model. In this paper results of the model validation for stationary and uniform environmental conditions from 12 °C to 48 °C and for the very light physical activity 1 met were shown. However the model is also designed for transient and non-uniform environmental conditions. The predictions of the Coupled model were compared with the experimental data and also with the predictions of Fiala model. The mean skin temperature was predicted well, the local skin temperature was predicted with lower accuracy, and the core temperature was predicted inaccurately in cold environments. From this reason the effect of core temperature on the thermal comfort was neglected. In the original Zhang model the effect of sweating on thermal comfort is neglected, which limits usage of the model for warm and hot environments. To solve this problem, the thermal comfort predicted by the Coupled model was associated also with a rate of perspiration, which can be evaluated by the skin wettedness. To identify discomfort threshold caused by skin wettedness, Gagge criteria $w < 0.3$ was adopted.

The comparison of results confirm that coupling of the modified Tanabe and the Zhang model is a convenient way how to predict thermal comfort. Even through some modifications the Coupled model is a good tool for prediction of thermal comfort in transient and non-uniform conditions. There is one restriction in usage of the model. The coupled model is not recommended to use for high level of physical activities, the recommended maximal value is 1.2 met, i.e. very light activities in seated posture. However this restriction does not limit the model to be used in car cabin environments.
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